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minimum prices for flexibility in both
upward and downward price
movements. The witness asserted that
this would negate any concern about an
upward price bias in the A/B price
series.

Because the A/B price announced on
or before the 5th of each month would
apply to milk marketed in the second
preceding month, NFO proposed the use
of a product price updating formula in
conjunction with the A/B price. NFO
advanced the use of 50 percent of a
product price formula which included
all primary products and by-products of
milk. NFO maintains that all products
should be used in a product price
formula to reflect the full value of
producer milk. The witness stated that
NFO chose to use only 50 percent of the
updater because producer prices are not
as volatile as prices in the product
markets and because NFO believes this
would lend a further degree of stability
to producer prices.

The Trade Association of Proprietary
Plants (TAPP) and Farmers Union Milk
Marketing Cooperative (FUMMC) also
supported the adoption of the A/B price
series to replace the M–W price. The
TAPP and FUMMC’s proposal (number
two) would utilize an A/B price series
updated by a weekly butter/powder/
cheese product price formula. To this
value a competitive premium would be
added and 20 cents deducted yielding a
tentative weekly M–W price. The final
M–W price would be announced on or
before the 5th of the following month
and would be the weighted average of
the tentative weekly M–W prices for the
current month.

The witness representing these two
groups testified that the current M–W
price, which is based solely on Grade B
milk, underrepresents the true
competitive value of milk for
manufacturing purposes by 45 to 60
cents per hundredweight. According to
the witness, this difference is paid to
producers in the form of premiums and
hauling subsidies. The witness said that
because these are not consistent
between plants, this situation is creating
chaotic marketing conditions. The
witness stated that incorporating Grade
A milk into the Minnesota and
Wisconsin price survey would result in
a price series which would reflect the
true competitive value of milk and
promote orderly marketing conditions.

The witness further testified that the
industry is in need of current, or
weekly, pricing to assist in marketing
decisions. Using the A/B price in
conjunction with a weekly updater to
establish a tentative weekly M–W price
would provide the industry with current
information to be used as a pricing

guide for the following week. The
witness claimed that the dairy industry
needs this information for buying,
selling, and determining the value of
milk in manufactured products.

Two additional proposals noticed
were based on the A/B price series. One
proponent of proposal three, the
Northeast Ad Hoc Federal Order
Committee, withdrew its support for
this proposal. This proposal would have
expanded the amount of milk surveyed
and/or expanded the states included in
the survey. No other proponents of an
expanded survey testified in support of
this proposal. Thus, it is considered
abandoned.

Land O’Lakes (LOL) was the
proponent of proposal four, the A/B
price updated with a product price
formula. At the hearing the witness for
LOL offered a modification to the
proposal as noticed. This modification
was ruled to be beyond the limited
scope of the hearing. As a result, LOL
removed their support for this proposal.
Thus, it is considered abandoned.

One additional proposal, proposal
number seven, utilizes the A/B price
series in conjunction with a product
price formula as a replacement
alternative for the M–W price. This
proposal will be addressed later in this
decision.

Opposition to the adoption of the
A/B price series was expressed
specifically by two witnesses during the
hearing and subsequently in several
briefs. A witness for the Milk Industry
Foundation and the International Ice
Cream Association (MIF/IICA), trade
associations representing a substantial
number of dairy processors, stated that
the adoption of an A/B price survey
provides a broader sample of milk, but
would enhance the basic formula price.
This, according to MIF/IICA, does not
meet the criteria set forth in the hearing
notice that the M–W replacement
alternative be revenue-neutral. The
witness cited statistics which indicated
that during the period of September
1990 through March 1992, the A/B price
averaged 65 cents higher than the M–W
price. The witness further expressed
concern regarding an upward bias that
is built into the A/B price because some
of the milk included in the survey is
regulated.

A second witness representing Kraft
General Foods (Kraft), opposed the
adoption of the A/B price and further
addressed the question of the upward
bias in the A/B price. The witness stated
that the A/B price uses regulated Grade
A prices in the survey which are not
competitively determined and therefore
cannot truly reflect the value of milk
used in manufacturing. The witness

further explained that the A/B price also
incorporates the highly competitive
premium price structures that exist in
the Midwest. Together these two factors,
according to the Kraft witness, result in
the upward price bias. The witness
stated that this higher price level cannot
be justified based on current supply and
demand conditions as a replacement for
the M–W price.

Briefs filed on behalf of Anderson-
Erickson and Southern Foods Group
(AE/SFG), Kraft, Southern Coalition of
Dairy Farmers (SCDF), United Dairymen
of Arizona (UDA), Wisconsin Farm
Bureau Federation and Minnesota Milk
Producers Association (WFBF/MMPA),
and the United States Department of
Justice reiterated that the nature of the
A/B price survey results in an upward
bias in the reported price because of the
inclusion of the regulated Grade A milk
and the lack of adjustment for some
price premiums. The briefs also
maintained that adopting the A/B price
as a replacement for the M–W price
would result in higher prices under the
Federal order program, an outcome
which has no economic justification
based on current supply and demand
conditions.

Substantial opposition to the adoption
of a cost-of-production floor price was
expressed by numerous witnesses at the
hearing and subsequently in post-
hearing briefs. The brief filed by
AE/SFG specifically addressed the
concept of establishing floor prices. The
brief stated that ‘‘establishing floor
prices would disassociate prices from
the market needs.’’ Official Notice is
taken of the Final Decision (58 FR
12634, published March 5, 1993) from
the 1990 National Hearing. The brief
also pointed out that in the 1990
National Hearing final decision floor
prices for Class I and Class II milk were
rejected. The AE/SFG brief alleged that
the proponents failed to provide supply
and demand evidence which
demonstrates that marketing conditions
have changed substantially within the
last two years to warrant a change from
the Department’s earlier decision.
Additional opposition to proposals
replacing the M–W price with cost-of-
production formulas is addressed later
in this decision.

The second competitive pay price
series considered as a replacement for
the M–W price is the base month M–W
price. As explained previously, the base
month M–W price is one component
currently used by NASS to compute the
M–W price. Adoption of the base month
M–W price was advanced by five
proponents in the notice of hearing. The
MIF/IICA and AE/SFG proposed the use
of the base month M–W price in


